In honour of the outstanding work of the late Professor Robert L. Jefferies,
the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology has created an
endowed scholarship to be awarded annually to a student in graduate research
in Arctic ecology, global change or field experimentation.
Robert L. Jefferies graduated from the University of Bristol, 1958
and Ph.D. plant ecology, in 1962, followed by a fellowship, University of
California, Davis. He taught at the University of East Anglia before joining
the University of Toronto in 1975. Bob promptly began his renowned study
of goose-plant dynamics of the salt marshes along Hudson Bay. Based on this
key work Bob became a Canadian representative on the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change: the Panel shared the Nobel Peace Prize 2007.
Professor Jefferies found great pleasure in teaching the huge first-year biology
class, which he performed from arrival through retirement. Similarly Bob’s
100+ research publications continued uninterrupted by retirement. Family
and colleagues of Bob Jefferies invite friends, colleagues and students of
Bob’s to contribute to this award in his honour.

YES… I would like to support the

Robert Lenthall Jefferies
Graduate Award
Donation Amount $ _____________
Payment Options
 Cheque (Payable to the University of Toronto)
 Visa

 Mastercard

 American Express

Card Number :______________________________
Expiry: ____________________________________
Name on Card: ______________________________
Signature: __________________________________

American Citizens & Residents
American Citizens (or residents) who are not alumni or related to
alumni of UofT, as well as corporations and foundations requiring a
U.S. tax receipt can contribute to the University through The
Associates of the University of Toronto, Inc. U.S. Internal Revenue
Code, Section 501 (c)(3).
For more information on Giving to U of T through the Associates,
please call toll free 1-800-699-1736 or e-mail
associates.ut@utoronto.ca
Donation may be sent to:
Mr. Gary Kaufman, Treasurer
The Associates of the University of Toronto, Inc.
58 West 84th Street, Suite 2F
New York, NY 10024 USA

Address: ___________________________________

May we recognize you by including your name in published
donor lists?

Phone: ____________________________________

Yes

E-mail: ____________________________________
Or to make an online donation, please visit
https://donate.utoronto.ca/eeb
Charitable Registration #: BN 1081 62330-RR0001
Solicitation Code: 0570041711
Project Code: 0560012516
Please return this form to:
OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT
Leslie McCarley, Director of Development
Sidney Smith Hall, 100 St. George Street, Suite 2032
Toronto, ON M5S 3G3 Canada 
www.artsci.utoronto.ca/main/supporting/

□ Please recognize me as _____________________________
No □
Your Privacy
The information on this form is collected and used for the
administration of the University’s advancement activities undertaken
pursuant to the University of Toronto Act, 1971.
If you have any questions, please refer to www.utoronto.ca/privacy
or contact the University’s Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Coordinator at (416) 946-7303, McMurrich Building,
Room 201, 12 Queen’s Park Crescent West, Toronto, ON M5S 1A8.
A tax receipt will be sent to you by mail.

Thank you for
your generous support !
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Robert L. Jefferies Scholarship
in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Bob Jefferies was one of the world’s leading Arctic scientists
and global change biologists, being particularly recognized
as
a major figure in waterfowl research. Over 50 years of
professional activity, Professor Jefferies published more than
100 scholarly articles, and delivered hundreds of lectures on his research to University audiences, research
conferences and colloquia. His ecological research centred on the Hudson-James Bay system, especially
the region surrounding Churchill, Manitoba, where his studies of nesting Snow Geese helped to make this
one of the best-understood northern ecosystems worldwide. While Bob was an unusually broad-minded
scholar, he was recognized internationally as the dean of goose-plant interactions in Arctic environments,
a field of study he almost single-handedly created. Bob’s research documented the consequences of
changing climate and wildlife populations on the region, and his efforts played a central role in setting
North American wildlife management policy and the establishment of Wapusk National Park. Bob’s work
on goose populations at high latitude was instrumental in demonstrating long-distance consequences of
modern human activity in a biological world. Since the 1950’s, high-input agriculture has created an
abundance of grain, some of which is left on fields in the American Midwest following harvest. This
excess grain has allowed geese populations to explode due to an
abundance of feed in their wintering grounds. Upon migration to the
Arctic estuaries during the breeding season, the high numbers of geese
have overgrazed the estuaries, leading to ecological collapse and
desertification in the Hudson Bay lowlands and along the Arctic coast. As
they migrate, the geese carry large amounts of nutrients from the wintering
grounds to high latitudes, leading to major changes in water quality and
aquatic food webs of the Arctic. Bob’s work has become a model case for
how modern human activity has far ranging impacts through interactions
with migrating animals. Because of the importance of his work, Bob
Jefferies was nominated to serve as one of the Canadian representatives to
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). With other IPCC
members, Bob shared the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007. At the University of
Toronto, Bob was a well-known lecturer in the biology curriculum,
teaching global change ecology and general ecology to over 32,000
students in his 35 years of service at the University. His former graduate
students now occupy positions of influence throughout the Canadian
ecological establishment, where they play instrumental roles in developing
national policy in ecology and environmental sciences. To his students and
colleagues, he stood out as a gentleman of unusual grace and generosity.

